This workshop aims at stimulating children's oral language skills by involving them on playing and creating different language games or activities using the t-stories interface. The interface allows recording and playing audio on the tstories' modules, as well as recording and playing based on identification with NFC tags that can be used as sticker on objects, paper, or other materials and placed in different locations. After the presentation of t-stories by the workshop facilitators, children will have the opportunity to explore the interface on their own, then they will be asked to participate in different language games, whereby they actively create their own content. Afterwards children will be challenged to imagine and create activities for their peers.
INTRODUCTION
Children's language and literacy skills form the foundation of a good academic achievement [1, 5, 9] ; therefore it is of major importance that children engage in activities that promote the development of these skills. Story listening systems [3] are non-screen-and-keyboard-based technologies that naturally lead the users to concentrate on the audio component of the language, having the potential to fostering early literacy skills while promoting a playful acquisition of language related skills such as phonological, lexical and metalinguistic awareness. Phonological awareness referrers to the ability of identifying and manipulating units of oral language, such as words, syllables, onsets and rhymes; lexical awareness is the knowledge of vocabulary; and metalinguistic awareness is the ability to reflect about the language itself.
THE T-STORIES INTERFACE
t-stories was developed with the aim at promoting collaborative playful exploration of the language. The interface builds on previous work by [7, 8] , however it extends the capabilities of the previous system. t-stories is composed by 10 client modules and a server module; each module has a slot on the upper surface for placing paper cards and a surface for drawing on the backside. The client modules have magnets on each side that connect to each other and to the server module ( fig.1 top) . To record on a client module, users place the server module over it and record while pressing a button ( fig.1 middle) .
To play the recorded audio users can connect the client modules to the server module, which plays the audio from left to right (allowing users to change the sequences), or alternatively, users can hold the server module over each of the client modules ( fig.1. bottom) .
Additionally, t-stories also allows recording and playing audio based on the identification of NFC tags that can be Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for thirdparty components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the Owner/Author. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). 
BACKGROUND
The t-stories interface aims at engaging children in collaborative playful exploration of the oral language, by allowing them to create a wide diversity of language related activities. As children are free to create and play their own audio content, the interface has the potential to promote reflection over children's verbal compositions, while promoting creativity and collaboration. This potential is strengthened by the possibility of physically handling the speech units (recorded in the different modules) rearranging them to hear different audio sequences, as well as to create "spoken narratives" that users can stick to different objects or materials (e.g. children can complement their drawings with a story/description/message that they record using identification based on NFC tags, and stick the tags on their drawings).
t-stories combines characteristics from other story telling systems such as TellTale [2] , StoryMat [4] , t-words [7, 8] , or Jabberstamp [6] , but can also be differentiated from them due to its robustness and ease of use, while at the same time bringing together characteristics that are present in the different referred interfaces. Thus, t-stories allows recording and playing in different client modules that can then be snapped together (like TellTalle and t-words), as well as drawing (TellTalle, t-words, Jabberstamp), however, besides supporting recording and playing audio in each of the t-stories modules, the interface allows recording (and playing) audio using identification based on NFC tags that can be used as stickers on objects, paper, or other materials. Also, besides playing the recorded audio following the position of the snapped modules (from left to right (as t-words or Telltale), t-stories allows randomly hearing each client module separately (in this case the client module does not need to be attached to other client modules), by placing the server module over it. This also allows users to randomly hear each client module, and change the playing sequence by moving from one client module to the next (which can be even scattered over the place).
WORKSHOP AIMS AND SCOPES
The motivation behind this workshop is to present children with technological innovative ways of language exploration as well as stimulating their imagination, collaboration, critical reflection and exchange of ideas. Children will also be challenged to imagine and propose activities to be carried by their peers. Further, the researchers expect to get new insights on how children see the interface, the kind of activities they create, as well as whether t-stories is capable of motivating children to engage in playful activities.
General Overview of the Workshop
The workshop addresses children between six and seven years of age, in a total of 12 children. The duration of the workshop is approximately 4 hours. After the first introductory phase, where children and facilitators will get acquainted with each other, the workshop facilitators will present the interface to the children and demonstrate how to use it. Children will be shown how to record a t-stories module, and two possible ways to play the recorded audio:
• by attaching the client modules to the server module whereby the audio will be played from left to right following the sequence of the client modules (users can randomly change the order of the modules); • or holding the server module over particular client modules.
The facilitators will also show children the possibility of drawing on the upper surface of the client modules as well as on paper cards that can be stuck to the other side of the modules. After that the children will explore the t-stories interface on their own, experimenting how to record on the client modules and how to play the recorded audio creating different audio sequences.
Children will then be divided in small groups; each group will get a t-stories interface (one master and 10 servers) as well as drawing materials. Now that children master the use of the interface the workshop facilitators will propose various language games to the groups, in which children will be challenged to create different language compositions and explore different combinations of speech units.
Following the first set of activities with the t-stories modules, the facilitators will present the NFC tags to the children and exemplify how to use them, showing the possibility of recording audio with the tags and stick them to objects, paper or other materials. Each group will be given a set of NFC tags and asked to create a challenge using the tags that they will propose to the other groups. After creating the activity, each group will present it to the other participants and the groups will then carry the proposed tasks. In the last part of the workshop the groups will be encouraged to change opinions about each other's work, and reflect all together about the different activities.
WORKSHOP EXPECTATIONS
As outcome of this workshop the organizers expect that the children explore the full potential of the interface and that the kind of proposed activities promote teamwork and collaboration between the children, triggering their imagination, change of ideas and reflection over their compositions. They also expect to get new insights on how children view the interface, the kind of activities that they create using it, and to which extent the interface is capable of engaging children in activities that they enjoy.
